Copado Robotic Testing

Testing. Reinvented.

Automate testing for all end-to-end business processes across any cloud, platform, browser or mobile device.

Business modernization efforts have driven businesses into the cloud, changing customer expectations to demand better user experiences delivered at an accelerated pace. In order to keep up and deliver maximum value, it is critical for businesses to adopt test automation strategies that will enable high quality releases, quickly. Robotic Testing combines the power of both Robotic Process Automation and Artificial Intelligence to reinvent the way you test within DevOps.

Low Code User Experience

No technical expertise required to create test scripts. Visually record your clicks to create test scripts or use natural language keywords to create test scripts easily.

Automatic Suggestions for Self-Healing

Scripts don’t just break when a system change occurs. Robotic-AI technology provides automatic suggestions for script changes to ensure easy maintenance of existing scripts.

Advanced Predictive Analytics

Data collected from test execution establishes a comprehensive view of your entire DevOps lifecycle. Predict the quality of your next release, before you release it, enabling continuous improvement opportunities.

Copado Robotic Testing automates testing across any cloud, platform, browser and mobile device to deliver high quality releases, faster.

By 2024, 75% of large enterprises will be using AI-enabled test automation tools that support continuous testing across the different stages of the DevOps life cycle.
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